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Ab~tract ot :ropol9gic,!).}- Methods in Complef Analysis 
( 
by 
.. 
Clarence David Kern 
-?--. . 
· · This.- thesis is an expansion of research done in · 
· Topological Analysis by Kenneth O. Leland, Ph. D. The 
work first appeared in Dr. Leland's Ph.D. dissertation 
which was done at Louisiana State University under the 
direction of'·Dr. Pasquale Porcelli and which has since 
appeared slightly revised and corrected in Fundamenta 
Mathematica, vol. 56 (1964), pp.:157-182. 
V 
' 
.. 
In this thesis, Dr. Leland's wo~k has been expanded 
.so that students who have completed basic courses in 
General Topology and Complex Analysis can readily under-· 
stand the study. The thesis presents the proof of some 
standard theorems in Complex Analysis by use of topo-
~ logical methods; i.e., by using a topological analogue of 
the line integral and using "local" inverses of the expo-. 
nential function. 
An appendix has been added to include the definition 
of Whyburn's Topological (Circulation) Index, the state-
ment of the Zore·tti theorem and one of its corollaries, 
and the proo r of a sufficient condition for a mapping to · .: 
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· · 1. . Notation and Definitions_· .. -~ .·-· 
In this paper the set of complex numbers will be de-· · 
·noted by K. A connected. open subset of K will be called a . 
region and a subset of K will be called a circular region 
if it is the bounded region in the complex plane determ.ined 
. by some circle. For real r > 0, Ur will denote the bounded 
region in the complex· plane. dete.rm_ined by the circle Cr 
with center at O and radius r. Also, U will denote· u1 and· 
· C will denote c1 • For z E: K, P x( z) will denote the real 
part of z and Py(z) the imaginary part. The interval 
[-0,1] will. be denoted by I, and Q will denote I x I. If 
z•K and Mani N are subsets of K, d(z,N) = glb {\z-y\ :y6-N\ 
and d ( M, N) = gl b ( \x - YI ; x E- M and y f: N} • If J is a 
simple _closed curve in the complex plane, E{ J) will denote 
·the unbounded component of K - J and I(J) will denote the 
bounded component of K - J. If AS. K, then a point b will 
be called a boundary point 0£ A when every neighborhood of 
b intersects A and K - A. I:f A£K, then Bdy A will denote 
the set of all boundary points of A. 
Let AG..B6.K and let f be a function defined on B. 
Then f\A will denote the function g on A, such that 
g(z) = f(z) for all z in A. If f and g are functions on 
subsets of K, such that the range of g is a subset of the 
domain off, then fg will denote the function h such that 
h(z) = f[g(z)] for all z in the domain of g. For zE:K, 
I 0 (z) = z and E(z) = exp (z). If Sis a subset of Kand 
f is a function from S to K, then f will be called a 
-2-
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·. mapping of S into K if ·r is continuous., and f wiJ 1 be 
' 
called an open map if f(V) is open for all open sets V 
that are contained ins. 
\ I 
' • i 
. . .· '-2. A Stieltjes Integral Analogue 
. . Definition 1: · Let S~K be. open and Let 'F be. a family of· 
\ functions on subsets of K. Fis a c8 collection if 
(i) for each f E:: F, f is a map defined on a open· 
. "" .. 
set SrS S, 
(11) s = u Sr, and 
feF 
( iii) f ,g ~ F and Sri\ Sg # ¢ implies· there exists 
·e c K such 'that f(x) = g(x) + c for all 
\ x~sfos. 
·\ . 
. g \ 2 \·Definition · : Let S ~ K"' be ·open, let F be, a. c·8 collection 
of ft1pctions, let h be a map from [a,b] into S, and let 
a= t 0 < t 1 < ••• <tn+l = b be a subdivision of [a,b]. Then 
we say that t 0 < t 1 < ll. < tn+l is a cF,h subdivis·ion of 
[a,b] if there exists a subfamily f r1 :o~ i~ n} of F such 
that h([t1 , t 1+1 ])f.Sr for i = 0,1, .• ;~,n. 1 
Note: The subfamily in the p~eceding definition need not 
be unique. 
Theorem 1: Let S ~ K be open, let h be a map from [a, b] 
into S, let F be a c5 family, let a= t 0 < t 1 < ••• <tn+l = b 
be a CF,h subdivision of [a,b] and let r1 be chosen so that 
h([ t 1 , t 1+1 l) S Sr • Then for every O 5.. 1 ~n-1, 1 
(i) h(t1+1 )tsr1Asr1+1 and 
(11) f1(h{t1+1)l = f1+i[h(t1+1 )] ·+ c1 where c1 EK. I 
-3~ c-·· 
·, ,, • J 
. ' .. ·~- .. 
--------------~----··-
Jl ,. 
! 
. l 
.,.,:r::::::: -.:c= 
Proof: By hypothesis, we have h( [ t 1 , ti+l l) f Sr for each 
. i 
O .!£ i ~ n. Hence, for every O ~ i ~ n-1, h{?ti+ 1) '- Si'{('\ Sr i+l • · 
' Therefore, by definition 1, r 1[h(ti+l)] = fi+l(h(t.i+l)] + ci 
for O ~ i f n-1. · · 
, 
Theorem 2: Let S~K be open, h:[a,b]~-S a map such that 
i 
h( a) = h( b), and a = t 0 < t 1 < ••• < tn+l · = b be a CF h sub-
., ' u 
"·· division of [a,b]. Then t'nh(b) == f 0 h(a) + en where cne- K. 
.,-
w 
Proof: Since h(a) = h(b) it follews that h(a) 6 Sr
0
f'I Sfn • 
Therefore fn[h(a)] = f 0 [h(a)] + en where cne K •. Thus 
t'nh(b) = f 0 h(a) + en where cntK. 
Theorem 3: Let S!:.K be open, Fa c3 family, and h:[a,b~S 
a map. Then there exists a CF,h subdivision of [a,b]. 
Proof: Since ( Sr: ff. F] is an open covering of the compact 
set H = h([a,b]), there exists a finite subcollection G of 
F such that H~ U \sr: f & GJ • Thus { h-l(Sfll H) :f ~ G1 is a . 
finite collection, of open·sets in [a,b], which covers [a,b]• 
Hence there exists a subdivision T = {ti: Cl ~ i ~ n+l} of.[ a, b] 
and an indexing of the functions of G such that for 0~ i .! n, { 
h( [ti; ti+l]) f. S.r i where :f 1 E- G. Therefore T is a cF,h sub-
di vision of [a,b]. 
Corol}.ary 3.1: Let S:S.K be open, Fa Cs :family, and h:I-+S 
a map. Then there exists a CF,h subdivision of Ic 
Lemma: Let S~K be open, h:[a,b]~S be a map, F be a c
8 
family, T be a cF,h subdivision of [a,b], {f1 :0~i~n} ~ F 
such that h([ti' t 1+1 l)~sf.'.' and fg1 :0~iS.n} f F such l 
that h(( tp t 1+1 1) ~ sg1 • Then , 
i [f1h(t1+1l - f1h(t1)] = f [gih(ti+1> - gih(ti)]. i=o i=o 
-4-
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Proof: { ' Since h([ti, ti+il) ls a s~set of Sr and S~, 
1 . i 
Sr1flsg1 f ~. Hence, since r1 and g1 are me~bers of F, it\ 
follows that fi(z} = gi(z) + Ci ror zfSrl' sgi where cie Ke' 
Jherefore, since h(ti+l> a~ h(t1 ) are both members of 
Sr f\ sg· for 0~ i ~ n, we have that f1h( t1+1> = g1h( t1+1> +c1 i 1 
and·f1h(t1) = g1h(t1) + c1• Hence 
n n 
igo[fih(ti+l) ;., fih(ti)J = i~o[gih(ti+l) - g:i.h(ti)·] • 
. . (" ·,. Note: The preceding lemma shows that the non-uniqueness_ 
of the collection of functions used in.showing· that a sub-
division of Tis a cF,h subdivision need not concern us in 
the foll awing definition ( i .·e. ,- the sum is independent of 
our choice of functions) • 
. Definition 3: Let S~K be open, h:[a,b]~S a map, Fa c8 
family, ·Ta cF,h subdivision 
so that h([ t 1 , t1+1 ]) ~ sr i • 
n 
of [ a,b], and let r1 be chosen . 
Then we denote by J(T) the sum 
- f h{ t ) ] • igo[ r ih( t i+l) 1 i 
Lemma: Let S£K be open, H[a,b]~S a constant map, Fa c8 
family, Ta CF,h subdivision of [a,b], and let f 1 be chosen 
so that l( t 1 , ti+i1) £s+, . Then J(T) ·= o. 
n . 
Proof: J(T) =i~0 [f1h(t1+1 ) - r1h(t1 )]. But since h{ti+l) 
= h( t1) for all ID~ 1 i n, f 1h( ti+l) - f 1h{ t1) = 0 for all 
CD~ i ~n. Hence J(T) = O. 
·; Theorem 4: Let SSK be open, h:[a,b]~S a map, .Fa Cg 
family9 and Ta CJt,,h subdivision of [a,b]. If f 1 is chosen 
so that h([t1, t1+1J)£Sr, then r 
· i n-1 
J(T) = f h(b) - f h(a) + i c where 
n o i=o i 
' 
f 1h( t1+1> = f 1+1h( ti+l) + ci for O .5. i 5. n-1. 
,/ . 
-5-
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Proof: Let T = { t 1 :Os 1 ~ n+i} be a CF,h su__l:>d_ivision of 
[a,b]. Then, by.theorem 1, f1h(t1+1) = f1+1h(t1+1)· + c1 
w~ere c1 E- K and O ~ i ~ n-1. Hence 
n ·--. 
J(T) =: i~o[fih(ti+l) - i'1h(t1)l 
n-1 . · . . . 
=. ~ [f1+1h(t1+1) + Ci - f1h(t1)] + 
.I . i=o 
· 
. [ f nh( tn+l) -· · fnh( tn)] 
. I 
·.·. 
Theorem .5: Let S~K be open, let h:[a,b]~S be a map such 
that h(a) = h(b), l$t F be a c8 family, let T be a cF,h 
subdivision of [ a, b], and let fr 1 be chosen so that 
where r1h(ti+l) = 
fnh(b) = f 0 h(a) + 
Then 
J(T) 
C • n 
' 
I 
4 
; 
n-1 Proof: By theorem 4, J(T) = fnh(b) - f 0 h(a) + 1·~0 c1 • 
Thus, by theorem 2, there exists en 6 K such that 
f 0 h(b) - ( 0 h( a) + Cn• Hence 
J(T) = r h(a) n-1 · n + en - f oh(a)_ + igo cl - z C1• . ,o l=o 
Lennna-: Let S s. K be open, let h:[ a, b]~S be a map, let F 
·be a c3 ram11y, and let T1 and T2 be subdivisions of [a,b] 
such that T1 is a CF,h subdivision and T1 ~ T2 • Then T2 
is a CF h subdivision and J(T2 ) = J(T1 ). . , 
Proof: Let T1 = {tj=OS j~ n+lJ , T2 = (x1:0 S.1~ p+l} , 
and {rj:O!:j~nlfF such that h([tj,tj+ll)S:.Sfj" Then 
define for O ~1: p, g1 = fj where [x1 ,x1+1 l .=..[tj,tj+ll • 
------- - --·--- -u-- c;--- I I • • 
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Clearly T2 is a CF,h sub~ivision of [a,b] and 
p-1 J(T2 ) = .,~ h(b) - g0h(a) + ~ c1 • . ... P i-o 
· ·. But we have gph(b) = fnh(b) ,and g0 h(a) = f 0h{a) • Also p-1 n-1. 
I i~o Ci = 5:g0 cj, since c1-1 = 0 when xi¢T1 for 1~ i.! P• ·, 
Thus J~T2) = J(T1 ). 
:J- . 
. ·· .. ·:Theorem 6: Let SS:.K be open, let h:[a,bl~S. be a map, 1·et 
F be a c8 family, and let.T1 and T2 be cF,h·subdivisions of 
0 
Proof: Let T1 and T2 be cF,h subdivisions of [a,b] and 
T3 = T1 U T2 • Then, by theorem 5, it follows that T3 ls 
a cF,h subdivision or [a,b] and J(T1); J(T3) = J(T2 ) • 
. Note: The preceding theorem shows that J(T) is independent 
of the particular CF,h subdivision of [a,b]. Thus we·make 
the following definition • 
.,Definition 4: Let S S. K be open, let h: [ a, b]~S be a map, 
. . 
~v let F be a c3 family, and let T be any cF,h subdivision of 
b [ a, b]. We define Ia F dh = J(T). 
Theorem 7: Let S£K be open, leth:Q~S be··a map, and·let 
F be a c3 collection. Then for each ·tin I, there exists 
a CF,h subdivision { x 1 :O ~ i ~ n+l} of I and an open set 
StS. I such that 
( 1) t is in st 
-1 (11) [xi,xi+ll X StS:h [Sri ll h[Q]] for 0~ 1 ~n 
and where r1 EF is chosen such that h([x1 ,x1+1 l)~·sr. i 
,. 
.. 
t 
··- 'i' ' 
Proof: Let t l: I and define ht(x) = h(x,t) for x in I. • ' "-'t·' I 
Then, since ht is a map of I into S, there exists by 
theorem J a CF,h subdivision {xi :O ~ 1 ~ n+l} of I and 
-7-
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" 
· •· {r1 :0~i~nJ ~ F such that ht([x1 ,x1+1])f:.sr1 for O~i~n. 
Therefore h[[x1 ,xi+ll X {tl ] ~Sfi' for O~if n, and thus 
. , -1 . -1 . . . [x1 ,xi+ll X {t 1-h [Sr ] = h [Sr f'\ h[Q]] where 1 · i· 
-1 
h [ Sf fl h[ Q]] is ope,n in Q. Therefore -
. . 
1 
· { h - l [ Sf • ('\ h[ Q]] : 0 ~ i ~ n 
l ( 
is a finite collection of open sets in Q Which covers I X ltl; 
' 
Hence there exists an open set St f. I such that 
( i) 
(ii) 
t is in St and 
-1 
[xi,xi+l] X Stf.~ [Sr/' h[Q]] 
. . ' 
for O ~ i\~ n. 
Theorem 8: Let S ~ K be open, let F be a c8 family, and let 
n 
h:Q-)S be a map such that h satisfies one of the following: 
r 
• (1) h(O,O) = h(O,t) and h(l,O) = h(l,t) for tE I, or 
(ii) h(O,t) = h(l,t) for t E- r. 
1· l· 
If ht(x) = h(x,t) for all (x,t) ~ Q, then I 0 F dh0 = I 0 F dh1 • 
Proof: Lett be in I. Then, by theorem 7, there exists a 
CF,h subdivision {x1 :O ~ i ~ n+lJ of I and an open set St 
contained in I such that 
(1) tis inst 
-1 (ii) [x1 ,xi+ll X Stfh [Sf C\h[Q]] for O~i~n i 
and where t'iE:: Fis chosen so that h([x1,xi+l]) ~Sf • NOw 
. 1 
letu,vES. Thenh[[x1 ,xi+1l xfu,v}]£Sr1 , forO,!i~n, 
. . 
and thus x0 <. ••• < Xn+l is also a CF,hu and a CF,hy sub-
di vislon of r. Now 
r! F d~ = fnl\i(l) - f 0~(0) 
f. -
. " 
I,,' is • . 
; . ,I"; ' ' . 
' I • ' • 
·,. r' ' 
· a:nd similarly. 
- 1r,." ' ,' ,,, 
' .,, 
l .• 
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~; 
. satisfied then fn~(l,u) = fnh(l,v) and f 0h(O,u) = f 0 h.(O,v), 
.. · so I~ F dhu - I~ F dhv = 0. Furth~rmore, if case ( 11) is-
.. , 
. 1 1 satisfied ,~e get, by_ theorem 5, that I 0 F dhu ·= I 0 F dh,, 
n 
= i~o c1 , where en = friht(l) - f 0 ht(O~ and again 
' 
I~ F dhu - I~ F dhv = 0. . Simce I§ ~s compact and U St = I, 
t(:l 
there exi·sts a SU:bdivision O=t0 ·< t1 < ••• < tm+1=l of I such · 
that, for O ~ 1 ~ m, [ t 1 , ti+l] .S St for some t E I. There fora 
1 . 1 l· . I 0 F dht0 = I 0 F dhtl = ••• = I 0 F dhtm+l 
and in particular, 
I~ F dh0 = I~ F dh1 •. 
Definition 5: Let f,g:I~K be maps such that f(O) = g(O) 
= x and f(l) = g(l) = y~ f and g are said to be homotopic 
with fixed end points x and y if there exists a map h:Q~K 
such that 
(1) ~ h(s,O) = f(s) and h(s,1) = g(s) for sE- I ·.a-nd. 
(11) h(O,t) = x and h(l,t) = y fort~ r • 
Definition 6: Let f,g:I~K be maps such that f(O) = f(l) 
= g(O) = g{l) = x. 
l'i' 
f and g are said to be homotopic with 
respect to the fixed basepoint x if there exists a mapping 
h:Q~K such that 
(1) h(s,O) = f(s) and h(s,1) = g(s) for sE- 1··and 
(11) h(O,t) = h{l,t) = x fort in I. 
The~rem9: Let Sf.K be open, let F·be a Cs fam.ily, and·let 
f,g:I-,S be maps which are homotopic with respect to fixed 
end points or fixed base ... point. Then I~ F d.f = I~ F dg. 
-9-
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Proof: Since f and g are homotopic, there exists a map 
. · h:Q~S which satisfies one of the propertl.es is theorem 8 
and. such tna t ho = f and h1 = g. 'l'hus, by theorem m, 
· r1' · F ar = r1 F dg. 0 0 
Theorem 10: Let T be a simple closed curve and let P be a 
circle with center z0 and radius r sucl1. that O < r < 1 and . 
P.SI(T). . Then there exists a homeomorphism from N = tr - Ur 
. onto M = I(T) - I(P). 
Proof: Let a1 and a4 be on T such that a1 # a4, let Ai and 
and A2 be disjoint arcs with end points a2 ~ z0 ~ ir and 
aJ, and a3 = z 0 - ir and a4, respectively such that they 
lie, except for their end points, in I('l') ·- I(P), and let 
A3 and A4 ~e the arcs on P((see Figure 1). Also, let B1 
and B2 be di·s joint arcs v,i th end points b2 = ir and b1 = 1, 
and b3 = -ir and b4 = -1, respectively such that they lie, 
-except for their end points, in U - Ur and let B3 and B4 
be the arcs on Cr, ~sin.Figure 1. Then 
T1 = A1 U AJ U A2 U A5, 
T2 = A1 U A~ U A2 U A6, 
,, 
vl = Bl u BJ u B2 u B51 and 
v2 = B1 U B4 U B2 U B6 
. are simple closed curves ·such that 
I ( Tl ) (\ I ( T 2 ) = ¢ and I ( V l ) () I ( V 2 ) = j1. 
Also, I(T1 )() I(P) = ¢ and I(Vi)n Ur =, for 1 =· 1,2. 
Now, since v1 and T1 are simple closed curves, there 
· exist$ a homeomorphism F:V14'T1 such that F(a1) = b1 for 
· 1 = 1,2,3,4. Therefore, (cf.[7], p.38), there exists a 
-10;. 
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homeomorphism f:I(V1 )..:,r(T1 ) such that f{V1 = F. Thus 
~ 
• flV1 i\V2:(V1 c\v2 )~(T1 ()T2 ) is"'B. homeomOrphism which can 
~} {r 
. be extended to a homeomorphism f : V 2 -) T 2 where f I V 1 () v2 
. . . . . = FIV:tn V 2 • Hence f .;i, may be extended to a home omorphisM 
h:I(V2f-4I{T2) such that hlV2 = f-ii- and h'I(V1} f\ I{V2) 
= flI(V1)flI(V2}· Therefore define g:N~M as 
' ' .: ', ,. ~ . 
:· -. '. ~ ~ , g(z) = r(z)l if' z~ I{v1 ) 
,"I '- -
': _, .-,.:,. --
h(z) if z E- I(V2). ~ 
. . .:···so that g is the desired homeomorphism. 
~ 
Note: · The home.omorphism g in the preceding theorem was 
defined such that g[ rE( 2 1T' ix)] = z0 + rE ( 2 Tl' ix) for x c I. 
CorolJ.ary 10 .1: Let T be ~ simple closed curve, let a and 
b be distinct points on 'f • and let z 0 f I (T) • Then there 
exists a homeomorphis·m g rrom fJ to T U. I(T) such that 
Theorem~ 11: If O < r< 1, then w(x,t) = (t + r - rt)E·(2tr ix) 
is a map from Q onto U - Ur• 
Proof: Clearly w(x,t) ~s a map and since E(2Tl'ix) for 
.x E- I is C it suffices to show that r 1t+r-rt ~ 1. ·Since 
0 <. r < 1 and O .S t ~ 1 we get t ~ rt and thus t - rt ~ 0 . Hence 
t + r - rt ~ r • Also , t + r - rt = r + t { 1 - r) .s. r + 1 - r 
= 1. ~ Therefore r 4' t+r-rt ~ 1. 
' -
Definition 7: · Let Sf.K be open. let F be a c8 ramily, let 
(x,y) be a simple arc with end points x and y such that 
h:[a,b]~(x,y) is a traversal of (x,y) [i.e., a homeomorphism 
such that h(a) = x and h(b) = y], and 
map. We define Ii F df = I~ F dfh. 
-12-
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Theorem 12: , _ Let S.S K -be op.en, F be a c8 family, T be a 
simple closed curve 9 P be a circle wi·th center z0 and 
radius O < r < 1 such that PS I( T), and h be a map of 
/, 
M = I ( Tr - I( P) into S. Let a and b be distinct points of -
T and A and B be distinct subarcs of T with end points a 
-_ and b. Then 
I! F dh1 + I~ F dh2 = . tr~ F dhk, , 
> . 
where h1 = h)A, h2 = hJB, and k(x) = rE(2Tf1x) + z0 for 
-- x in I • 
Proof: Let g be a homeomorphism of N = U - U:r onto M- as 
defined in theorem 10 and where . a1 =i= a and a4 = -~. . Then 
for (x,t) in Q define 
w(x,t) = hg[ (t+r-rt)E(2·1r1x)-J • 
. 
Then • is a map from Q such that 
w(x,Q)) = hg[rE(21(ix)] = h[rE(211'1x) + z0 ] = hk, 
~ 
~>·, w(x,1) = hg[E{21Y ix)] = hv 
where v = g[ E( 2 Tf ix)) is a traversal of T, and 
w(O,t) = w(l,t). ( 
Suppose A= v([o,{]) and B. = v{[{,1]) such that v(O) = v(l) 
= a and v ( t} = b • Then f = v J [ 0 ,{] and s = v f [-i- , 1 ] are 
homeomorphisms onto A and B, respectivel7. Hence, by 
definition 7, 
b L a . . 1 -I a F dbi = I~ F dhf and lb F dh2 = It F dhs , so 
I: F dh1 + I~ F dh2 = rt F dhf + ri F dhs = I~ F dhwl • 
Suppose now that A= v((t9l)) and B = v([O,-t]) such 
that v(O) = v(l} = a and v(f-) = b. Then f = vf [ O,f] and 
s = vt[i,1] are tr___aversals of Band A, respectively and 
-13-
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I~ F dhl = Ii F dhs and It F dh2 = I{.F dhf. 
Thus 
..L 
I~ .F dh2 = I 1 F dhs · + Ii F dhf 
a. J-
... 
. = -( I~ F dhf + rt F dhs) 
-~' . l ' =·- I 0 F dhw1 • 
Therefore we get. 
I~ F dh1 + rt F·dh2 = ! r! 
Now by theorem 8 we have 
I l F dw - I 1 F dhk. · . • ib O - 0 r; F dw1 = 
Hence 1 t follows that , .. , ... I ., .. , ~ . t 
IR F dh1 + It F dh2 = ! I5 F dhk. 
~ .. ;' 
. '· · .. Note:. In the pre'deding theorem the choice of sign depended· 
upon how the traversal v described T and which subarcs of T 
were named A and B. 
Theorem 13: Let S£K be open, F be a c8 family, T be a 
simple closed curv~_, z0 6 I(T), and h be a map of T U I(T)' · 
into s. Let a and b be distinct points. of T and let A and 
B be distinct subarcs of T with endpoints a and b. 
Ib F dh + Ia F dh2 = + r1 F dhk = 0 · a 1 b 
- o 
where h1 = hf A, h2 = hf B, and k(x) = z0 for x~I. 
Proof: Let g be a homeomorphism from rr to TU I(T) 
that g(O) = z 0 • Then for (x,t) in Q define 
w ( X, t) = hg[ t ·. E ( 2 JI' ix) ] • 
Then 
w(x,O) = hg(O) = h(z0 ) = hk 
' 
w(x~l) = hg[E(.21T'ix)] = hv 
where v = g[E( 21f ix)] is a traversal of T, and 
w(O,t) = VJ(lot)" 
-14-
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Hence, by theorem 8, 
I~ F dw0 = I~ F dw1 • 
But, since w0 is a constant map, I~ F dw0 = o. Hence 
I~ F dhk = O. 
3. Independence of Path for Integral Analogue 
,_ 
Definition 8: Let E S.K. A closed curve f in E beginning 
and ending at X is shrlnkablef to X if f is homotopic to the 
~apping e:I-l-E, defined by e(s) = x for sin I, with 
respect to the base-point x. 
Definition 9: Let E SK. E 1.s simply connected with 
respect to the base-point x EE if every closed curve in E 
r~ 
,beginning and ending at x is shrinkable to x. 
Definition 10: Let E S:.K. E is simply connected if and 
only if Els simply connected with respect to every one of 
its points as base-point. 
Note: Definition 10 says that Eis simply connected if 
. l 
every closed curve J in E is such that I(J) S.E. 
Theorem 14: Let S be a simply connected region contained 
iq Kand let hand k be· maps of I into S such that h(O) 
"~ 
= k(O) and h(l) = k(l}. Then h, and k are homotopic with 
respect to the base-points h(O) and h(l). 
Proof: Let M = h(I) U k(I). Thus Mis a connected compact 
subset of Sand thus, (cf.(51, p.55)·, dist(M,K-S) =E:-)0. 
Therefore, by the Zoretti Theorem, (cf.[ 7], p .35), there 
exists a simple closed curve T such that M ~ I(T) and 
dist(xg.M) < f .for each x in T. Thus dist(x,K-S)) f .for 
each x in Tso that T~S. Therefore,~since S- is simply 
' ., .. 
.· -15-
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I 
connected, I(T)S s. Now let w be a homeomorphism of I(T) 
onto,U and for (x,t) in Q define 
I 
,/ f(x,t) = w-1[t•wk(x) + (l•t)•wh(x)]. 
', Clearly f is a map of Q into s. Also 
.f(x,O) = w-1 [wh(x)] = h(x), f(x,1) = w·1[wk(x)]= k(x), . 
.f(O,t) = w·1 ct•wh(O) + (1-t)•wh(O)] = w·1[wh(O.)] = h(O), 
and 
\ '-,/ 
.f(l,t) = w-1c t~;h(l) + (1-t)• wh(l)] = .-1c wh(1)1 = h(l) •. · 
\ 
Theorem 15: Let S be a simply connected region contained 
in K, F be a c8 collection, and hand k be maps of I into 
S such that h(O) = k(O) and h(l) = k(l). Then 
I 1 F dh = I 1 F dk. 0 0 
Proof: By theot'em 14, h · and k are homo topic with respect 
to fixed base-points. Therefore, by theorem 9, 
I~ F dh = I~ F dk. 
. .J 
~- An Analogue or the Monodromy Theorem 
11'heorem 16: Let S ~ K be a simply connected region and F a 
c8 familyo Then there exists a map g of S into K such that 
if .f is in F and Risa component of.S'r' then.there exists 
a ceK such that f(z) = g(z) + c for z in R. 
Proof: Let z0 t; S, g(z0 ) = O, and ZE S - {z0J. Since S is 
connected and open there exists a simple arc Az'=-S with 
and P<;>ints z0 and z. Let hz be a homeomorphism of I onto 
Az such that hz(O) = z0 and hz(l) = z .•. Then define ·. 
g( z) = I~ F dhz • , 
' 
Now let pf S. Then there· exists f E: F such that pf S.r• 
Let y be a point of the component R of Sr containing P• 
I i 
I 
. • ...... - -.....i--...: . . ' ' ,; ... 
,, 
-- ----- i - . --? 
A 
-:'\i.•' . - ' 
:, 
:·, ,.,:' 
! 
! 
. I 
[ 
' . ' 
'.·: , _/ . 
' ' 
'· 
,; 
... ·c· 
l /,,' ~ •r 
. ' . 
' 
.. Then there exists ·a simple arc BS R with end points p and · 
y. Thus let k be a homeomorphism of.I onto B such that 
k(O) ::; p and k(l) = Y• Then, by theorem 15, 
. g(y) = rl 
. 0 F dhy = rl 0 F d~ + I~ F dk 
·1 F dhp + [f(y) - f(p)). - Io 
If C 1 f(p), then fo~ yin R we have g(y) =. I 0 F dhp -; 
·. = .f(y) + c. Fur~her~ore, since r is a map on Sr, it follows 
~ ·· that given an E:>O, there exists a- & > 0 such that for 
.. 
\' . 
'l • ' 
_ \y - P \ < 8 , \g(y) 7- g(p)f = ff(y) - f(p)I < E • mence g is 
the desired map • 
5 • The Line Integral: A.nalogue 
. ' 
Theorem 1 7: Let S ~ K be open and let A be a simple arc in 
l) 
S. Then there exists a_ simplJ· connected region .R contained 
in S such that A S.R. 
Proof: Let a and b be the end points of A and let n ~~ 
where Z denotes the set of positive integers. Then, by the 
Zoretti Theorem, (cf.[7], p.35), there exists a sim.ple 
closed curve Cn such that A~I(Cn) and d(x,A)<i for x in 
C • Suppose x E K--A. Since no simple arc separates the n 
· plane, K-A is connected. Hence there exist.a a simple arc B:: 
with end points x and y such that 
. , ··: ... r 
A fl B = ¢ and IYI > sup ltt + 2. 
· t~A 
•c , ';\ 
. •\ 
. \ . 
Bene~ y E. ~ = en U I( c1.~) for all n in z. Now for, · 
n) [ d(A,B) ]-l and z in Cn we hav8 d( z,A) <-t < d(A,B), and 
hence en() B = 9f. Therefore x E: Hn for n > [ d(A,B) 1-l and 
00 
·thus n Hn = A. 
fl:.8 
co 
Now 0[Hn'1(K-S)) = 
Wl:I 
(K;..S) 0 [ r\ Hn1 
ta:.t . 
= (K-S) n A = ,. 
-11·-
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. But, for n in Z, Hn+l (1 (K-S) ~ Hn n (K-S). Hence there 
I 
exists m in Z such that ~ n (K-S) = ¢, and thus ~S.S. 
Therefore R = I ( Cm) is the required simply connected 
region. 
Theorem 18: ·Let S s K be open, ·p be a Cg family,. and A be a 
· simple arc in S with end points a .and b. .If h and k are 
t ·• 
, maps of I onto A such that }?.(O} = k(O) = a and h(l) = k(l).,~ 
= b, then I~ F dh = I~ F dk. 
Proof: · By theorem 17, A-=R~S where R is a simply connected 
region. Thus, by theore~ 1,?, I~ F dh = I~ F dk. 
Definition 11: Let S be an open subset of K, F be a Cs 
family, and A be a simpl~ arc in S with end points a and b. 
The unique number I~ F dh, determined by a map h of I onto 
A such that h(O) = a and h(l) = b.will be denoted by 
b IaA F dz .• 
Definition 12: Let S: K be open, p E: K, and F be a family 
of functions -on subsets of K. F is called an L(S,p) family 
if F is a c8 _ \pl family such that E.f( z) = z - p for r c F 
and z E· Sr. 
The?rem 19: If' S is an ope·n·: subset of K and pc K, then 
there exists an L(S,p) fam11J.• 
_.,, , '' ~. ·:i: i ,.,. \, 
Proof': For z E: K define 
P( z) = z - p 
'> 
and let y, s-{p}. Then P(y) f. 0, and there exists xE. K 
such that E(x) = P(y) • Now there exists an open set V con-- · 
taining x such that E is ·a homeomorphism on V. Furthermore, 
-
since Eis an open map; E(V) is ·an _open set containing 
P(y). - Therefore S () P-1E(V) is an open subset of S and 
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contains y. Thus there exists a circular region Ry that is · 
a subset of S (i P-1E( V) , such that yE R,-· Hence P[ Ry] is 
open and P[R1 ],;PP-1E(V) = E(V). Thus there exists a map f 
.. of P[ R1 J into K such that Ef( z) = z f'or all z in P[ Ry] 
. ···... ( take E-l \ P[ R 1 ) • Let r1 denote the function f P on RY. 
. /,, Then for z in Ry, I 
., 
.. 
-
Efy{ z) = EfP( z) = P( z) = z - z • 
. 0 
Now let u,v E. s and z E Run Rv·• ·Then Efu_( z) = Efv( z) 
~-z -.z0 , and thus 
E[fu(z) - fv(z)]_ = (z-z0 )/(-z .. z0 ) ·= 1. 
Therefore 
fu(z) - fv(z) = 2i(n(z)i 
where n(z) is an integer. But n(z} is a continuous 
function on the connected set Ru(\ Rv and hence is constant. 
<J 
Thus F = fr :y cs) is an L(S,p) f'amily. ' y . 
·-
Theorem 20: Let Sf. K be open, F be a Cg family, and h b' a 
map of I into S. Then the function w: I~ K defined by 
w(t) = I~ F db is a map. 
· Proof: Let c > O be given and let x EI. Then let t E I 
such that x and tare in the same interval [~,xm+l1 of a 
·. CF,h subdivision of I. Thus 
fw(t) - w(x)~ -
.\tmh( t) - .r0 h(O) - rmh(x) + f 0 h(O) I ' ' , 
- \tmh( t) - fmh(x) \. 
Now choose ~) 0 such that \h(y) - h(x) \ < ~ implies 
,.. 
/ 
. . 
\rmh(y) - .fmh(x)\<E. and choose ~>0 such that ly-xl< J :/:.'.. 
implies \h(y} - h(x)I<<><... Then for It - x I<~, 
\w(t) - w(x) l ( E. • 
':. JI',: ,·· .• · .. ·,. , 
• '. • • j 
.'· 
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Theorem 21: Let S £ K be open, h be a map of' I- into S, · 
p E K-h(I), and F and G be L(S,p) families. Then 
I 1 F dh = I 1 G dh. 0 0 
Proof: For t .in I define 
v(t) = I~ F dh and w(t) = I~ G dh. 
Then v and w are maps. Now for t E: I there exists a family 
! 
-~ 
( f 1 :Os 1 ~ n} S F and a subdivision O = x0 < ••• <~+l= t 
of [ 0, t] such· that 
and hence 
Ev(t) = E(if~[t1h(x1+1 > - r1 Cx1)]) 
Similarly 
-Tfl1 ET1h(x1+1) 
- i.:o Ei'1h{x1J 
-11"" h( Xi+l) - p 
-. h(x1) - p ,:o 
= h( t) - p 
h( 0) - p • 
. 
l 
EW{t) - h(t) - E 
- h( 0) - p ' 
and hence E(v{t) - w(t)] = 1. Therefore since v - w is 
continuous there exists an integer n such that v(t) - w(t) 
= 2f(ni fo:r t in r. Thus, since v(O) = w(O) = 0, n = o. 
Therefore v = w for t in I. 
Theorem 22: Let Sf:K be open, h be a map ot I into S, 
PE K-h(I), and F be an L(S,p) .family. Then J = I~ F db 
= (2rf i)fL:r.:(h,p) where)- is a normalized form o.f Whyburn's 
topological index (see appendix). 
Proof: For t E: I define v( t) = I~ F dh, as in theorem 21. 
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Since PE:K-h(I), h(O) - p; o. Therefore let cEK such 
that E( c) = h(O) - P• Then for t EI define f to be the. 
map f(t) = v(t) + c. Then 
~ -
-
- ---- - - --=""""--'"' -~-
( 
...... ~. ,. 
Ef(t) = E['v{t) + c] 
= Ev(t)•E(c) 
.. . ;, - - . • I . 
. \ . 
= h( t_)_ - E [ h( 0) - Pl 
h( 0) - p · 
..... ',·.;., 
.. _ .... 
= h( t) - P• 
.. ./ 
Therefore Ef(t) is an admissible exponential represe~tation 
(see appendix) of h(t) - p on I and hence 
J = v{l) = f{l) - f(O) = {2tr1))LI(h,p) • 
D_efini tion 13: Let S £. K be open, h be a map or I into S, 
PE K-h(I), and F be an L(S,p) family. V've define 
}lI(h,p) = (211'1)-lI~ F dh. 
Theorem 23: Let Sf: K be open, h be a map of I into S such 
the.th(O) =h(l), PE:K-h(I), andFbe anL(S,p) family. 
1 . Then J = 2nifi where n is an integer, where J = ! 0 F dh • 
. ii 
~ . Proof: Suppo~e h(O) = h(l). Then 
E(J) = Ev(l) 
- h(l) - p 
- h(O) - p 
= 1. • . 
Thus· J = 2n1(1 where n is an integer • 
Theorem 21*1 Let Sf: K. be a simply connected region and 
pc KcaS o Then there exists a map g of S into K, such tha·t 
Eg{z) = s - p for all z ins. 
Proof; Since pf. S we can let the L(S,p) family consist of 
-exactly one map rand let g be this map. Hence f'or z in·S, 
Eg(z) = Ef(z) ~ z - P• 
i • 
- - ~ - - -:_ ~ . . _·- _-_-_.----.-.---=----==-= .-=- - -'='"""~ -· r'i'- -~--- "'----=--'-"~ -- - , •• 
n - -
i 
I 
·_·) 
• 
·Theorem 25: L,~·t S ~ K be a simply connected region and 
p EK-So Then there exists a map k of S into K, such that 
[k(z)] 2 = z ~ p for z ins. 
Proof: By theorem 24, there is a ~map g of S into K such 
. . \ . . .. 
· · ·:.. that Eg( z) = z - p for all z in S. Thus def'ine k as 
.. 
·.if . 
I 11 .1 -. ...;, 
. - --,... ---.-~ ,-· ~·- .. 
' 
k(z) = E[g(z)/2] ror z ins. 
. Then for z in S, 
(k(z)] 2 = (E[g(z)/2]) 2 = Eg(z) = z - P• 
Definit.ion 14: Let S£K be open, A be a simple arc in S· 
with ·end points a and b, h be any map from I onto A such 
that h(O) = a and h(l) = b, p EK-A = K-h(-I), and F be an 
L(K,p) family. We define 
11 b -1 b -1 1 /"""'aA(z,p). = (217'1) I 8 A F dz = (27r'1) I 0 F dh. 
Theorem 26: Let T be a simple closed curve, a and b be 
,. 
distinct points of T, and A and B be subarcs of T with end 
points a and b. 
any p '= I ( T) , 
Then there exists n = + 1, such that for 
-
b · a 
J = [ fa aA ( z , p) + p. bB ( z , p ) ] = 2n 17' 1 • 
I 
1 
Proof: Let Pt: I(T), F be an L(K,p) family,, r be a real 
number such that the circle P with center p and radius r is 
' 
a subset of .I(.T), z:I(Tf-I(P)~K- p. be defined by z(x) = x, 
and n = + 1. 
-
Then, by theorem 12, 
J = (21J'i)-1[r!A F dz+ 1:B F dz] 
= (2T1'1)-1nI1 F dzk 0 
= njl1 ( zk,p) \ ' 
where k(t) = rE(211'1t) + p for t in I. 
\. f" 
'·___,,._',_. ' ,' -
Let u( t) = ln r + 27' 1 t for t in I. Theqvl11e have , .. · 
-22-
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Eu(t) = rE(2Tf 1t) = k(t) - p = zk(t) - p. Hence 
J = nftr(zkl)p) = n[u(l) ~ u(O)] = 2n11'i. 
• 
'· 
Now let ye I( T) such that y I p, and let W be a simple· 
~ 
· arc in I(T) with en·d points p and yo Also let h .be a 
homeon1orphism of I onto W._ such that h(O) = p and h(l) =· y, 
and let v:I~T be a :braversal of T such that v(O) = v(l) = a, 
., v:(1,(4) ~A, ~nd v(l/2) = b. Then for (x,t) in Q define 
w(x,t) = v(x) - h(t) + p~ 
Since W n T = ¢, p ¢. w[ Q] • Furthermore, 
w(x,O) = v(x) - h(O) + p = v(x), 
w(x,1) - v{x) 
-
h(l) + p = v(x) 
-
y + p, and 
. r~ ... ( . 
. . : '! ·., 
.'" 
',: -
w(O,t) - v(O) h(t) + p = v{l) 
-
h(t) + p - w( 1,t). -
Hence, by tht>r>rem 8, 
J = I~ F dw :: 0 rl 0 F dw1 • 
·,There tore , ·since . 
I~ F dw0 = j\(v,p) = n}L1 (zk,p) = J and 
I~ F dw1 = f't<v-y+p,p) = ~ 1 (v,y) = f<-1 Cz,y), 
. it follows that 
' 
. ' 
}'-1 (z,y) = n}-1 (zk,p) = J. 
Thus J is uniquely determined. 
' ·-
•,!_ 
\ .( 
The following theorem is an immediate consequent of 
theorem 26. 
mheorem 27: Let S .SK be open, F be a c8 family, T be a 
simple closed curve, and h be a map of Tinto s. Then 
there exists a unique number J = IT F dh such that if a and 
bare distinct points of T and A and Bare distinct subarcs 
of T with end points a and b, then 
I~ F dh1 + Ib F dh2 = J(21"( i) =l[ I~A L dz + I~B L dz] 
.-23-
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tor all L(K,p) f8milies L,, where pt: I(T), and h1 = h\A 
· h2 = hi B .. · 
·· Theorem 28: 
. ....... 
Let L be an L(K,O) family and hand k be maps 
' 1 · 
. . I . 
of I into K-{o}. Then fort in I, 
.. . 
., ' ' 
t'· -· 
t ' ' . t t 
. Io L dh • k = I L dh + I · · L dk. · 
. 0 0 · 
. ' 
Proof: Lett be in I0 Then 
t n · E(I 0 L dh•k) = ~( Z [f1h•k(x1+1) -
.· .. · . i=o -
,a. 
t 1h•k(x1)]} 
. ' 
. Y1 ' ' 
= n Ef i ( h • k }( xi+ 1 ) 
,-:.o Efi (hok) (x1 ) 
. _ h· k(t) ~ 0 
-------~--
,-',, ... 
·, ,1, 
. ·•, 
,. h • k( 0) - 0 
- h(t)•k(t) 
- -------------
- ,,,. - · .... :. ··. ' 
h ( 0) 0 k ( O) ::. ' 
= E( 6~ L 'dh) • E( I~ L dk). 
Therefore, for t in I, 
.. · .. l~ L dh•k = I~ L dh + I~ L dk + 2n(t)11' 1 where n(t) E. z. 
But, since I~ L du for u = h, k, h•k are m~ps it follows 
that n( t) = n, where n is an integer, ·for all .t in I. Also 18 L du = 0 · for t = 0 and hence n = O • · 
6 •. Complex Analysis Results 
Definiti==on 12: A set As K is called totally disconnected 
.. "I . 
I • 
if and only if the only connected subsets of A are singletons. 
· Note: A set con·taining exactly one point .is both connected 
and totally disconnected. 
Definition 16: A compact connected subset of K is called 
a continuumo 
._ ., ..... 
Definition 17: A set A.S. K is called nondegenerate i:f and 
only if A contains at least two d·istinct points. . C 
. -24- • 
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Theorem 22: If Sis a T1~space, then every nondegenerate 
connected subset of Sis infinite. 
Proof: Suppose As:. S is a nondegenerate finite set. Since 
S is T1 , {x) is closed for every x EA. Therefore if t E- A, 
ft) is closed and A- {t) is closed. Thus { t1 is a nonempty 
proper subset of A that is both open and closed. Hence A 
is not connected. 
• ·~ < • '· 
Def inl tion 18: Let A~ le. A·,··map f from A to K is· called 
! 
, . 
light if and· only if f is nonconstant on ·every nondegenerate . 
.. I 
continuum in A. 
Theorem 30: If A~K, f:A~K is a light map, and A is 
bounded, then .r-1(fy}) is· totally disconnected for every 
yinf(A). 
Proof: Let y E. f(A) and suppose r-1 ( fy}) is not totally 
disconnected. Then there exists a nondegenerate connected 
subset, H, of A such that f(H) = fyl. Since A is T1 , His 
an infinite set. Now let t be a limit point of H. Then 
there exists.a sequence of points in H such that tis the 
limit of the sequence. Hence, since f is a map, lim ·r(x) 
x~t 
= y = f(t). Therefore t€ Hand thus His closed. Since 
A is bounded, His a nondegenerate subset of A which is 
· .. · : closed, bounded, and connected. Therefore H is a nonde-1. '; • 
generate continuum in A on which f is constant. Hence f 
Q 
\ ; is· not light. 
· · Theorem 31: If SS K, f:A~K is. a map, and r-l( {y1) is 
~ · · totally disconnected for every y E f(A), then f is light. 
I ' 
. . ~' 
'•,' . 
-Proof: Suppose H -is a nondegenerate continuum· in A and let -'-- .. · 
y~ f(H). Then, since r-1( {y)) is totally disconnected, 
" ..... * -·· 
. \' 
. r_ • ·• 
. . .... 
~-, ' . 
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Hence, tis not constant on Hand is there~ 
, fore light. 
Theorem :32: Let As. K be bounded and f:A~K be a map. f is 
light if and only if r-1 { {yJ ) is totally disconnected for 
every y in f( A). 
Def'inition 19:_ Let A~B$K. A is called nowhere dense in 
B if and only if the interilr of the closure of A, rel&tive 
to .B,. is empty. 
Definition 20: A topological spaee Sis called locally 
connected 1·r and only if xE S and G a neighborhood of x 
implies that G contains a connected neighborhood of x. 
Theorem 33: Let A be a closed and nowhere dense subset or L 0 
tT, f':U'~K be a map such that f is differentiable on U-A and 
f(A) is nowhere dense in K. If f.i.is light on U-A, T i's a 
simple closed curve in U, q~ f(H)-.f(T) where H = TU ·r(T), 
-
and Sis the component of K-f(T) containing q, then SSt{H). 
' Proo.f: Since :C(T) is compact, f(T) is closed and therfore 
K-f(T) is open. Thus, (cf.[1], P•95), K-f(T) is locally 
connected. Therefore, (cf.[1], P.•171), Sis a region in 
K-f(T)-. Hence, Sis open in Kand Q = f(H)(lS is open in 
the relati,ve topology of f(H). Therefore r-l(Q) ()H is open 
in H. SinCe r-1 (Q)~r-1 (s), snf(T) = ¢, and r-1 cs)nT 
sr-1 (S)(lr-1 t(T)::: r-1 (SOf(T)) =¢,it f'ollows that 
,.;.··'-
r-1 ( Q) n T = ¢. Thus r-1 (Q)OH = f-1 (Q)fl I(T) and hence 
r-1 (Q}()I(T)is open in I(T). Thus r-1 (Q)(\H is open inK. 
. -1 
'Now,· since A is nowhere dense, f (Q) (lH contains a non-
empty. open subset dis joint from A, (cf.[ 41 ·, ·p,,. 74) ~ Hence · 
, ( , -26-., 
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Q0 = [ r-1 (Q) n H]-A is a ~nonempty open subset ill K. There-
fore, since f-1 (Q)OH~U, it follows that Q0 is a nonempty 
open subset in U-A. Hence f{_Q0 ) is· open in K. Let G be 
the set of all points in U-A such that f' ( x) r O. Then, 
S"ince f(G) cannot contain an open subset in K, (cr·.(7], 
P• 73}, and since f(Q0 )-f(A) does, Q1 = f(Q )-1'(G}-f(A) -/ [6. 
Therefore let y (! Q1 •. Suppose f-1 ( {y}) is infinite; [ [ since 
it is closed it contains all its limit points]. Thus let x 
be a limit point of f-1 ({Y1>• 
fxn1 ill f-1 (fyJ) such that 
Then there exists a sequence \ '',·· 
f(~) - f(x) i 
f' (x) = lim ----- = 0 ;·· 
n..+co Xn - x 
Thus f'(x) = 0 which contradicts our d6t1nition of Q1 • 
The·refore f-1 c {yl) must be finite, say with points 
Now let 01, C2, ••• , Cm be circles enclosing ql, q2,•••,qm, 
respectively such that each is a subset-of I(T) and such 
(hat no one 01 intersects any other or the interior of any 
other CJ for 1-/ j. Furthermore, since ft(q1 ), ••• ,ft(qm) 
are not in [o}, choose the Ci small enough so that 
}<-01 ( r ,y) = 1, ( cf .[1.], pl 72) • Then, since r does not 
(., 
take the value yin the elementary region between T and the 
C1 for 1 = 1, ••• ,m, we have, (cf.(71, P• 68), 
\. m 
,)<.T(f ,y) = i~l)lCi (f ,y) = m:> O. 
--
. ' 'c, 
·,,· . 
Therefore, (cf.['1], P• 59), }lT{f,z) = m for all zc s. 
· Hence S !: f(H), for otherwise there would exist a z in S · 
such that )<.T(f,z) = O, (cf.[7], P• 59). 
. \ 
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Theor:em 34: Let A be a clos·ed and nowhere dense subset of 
- cm:,ij U and f:U~K be a map such that f is differentiable on U-A 
and f(A) ls nowhere dense in K. If f is light on u~A and 
•7 
· T is _a simple qlosed curve in U, then f(T U I(T)) is the 
,, 
union of f(T) and a collection of bounded components of 
K-f(T). 
... Proof: Let. p E. I(T) so that f( p) = q E K-f(T). By the pre-· 
ceding theorem, the component S of K-f(T) to which q be-
longs is a subset of f(T U I(T)). Since TU I(T) is com-
pact, f(T U I(T)) is ·compact. Hence f(T U I(T)) is bounded. 
and thus S is bounded. Therefore f(T U I(T)) is the lilnion 
of f(T) and a ~~llection of·bounded components ·or K-f(T). 
· Theorem 35: Let A be a cJ_osed and nowhere dense subset of · 
tr and f:U~K be a map such that f is differentiable on U-A 
and f(A) is nowhere dense in K. -If f is li~t on U, then 
t is open on U. 
Proof: Suppose f is light on tr. Then let p E: U and R be 
a circular region with center at p and.a subset of u. 
. Since r-1 ( {f ( p }} ) = H is closed and bounded 1 t is compact. 
\ 
-Therefore H\Q,R is compact. Since U is bounded, it follows 
t~om theorem 30 that the component of Hn R which contains 
-p is f P). Let J be the boundary of R and ·1et d(p,J) = E • 
Then, by the Zoretti Theorem, (cf.[ 71, P• 3.5), there exists 
a simple closed curve T £R such that p E I(T) and 
T()(HnR) = ¢. Now let S d~note the component of K-f(T) 
containing f(p) .• Then Sis open and, by theorem 33, 
· ' S ~f[iTT'T]. Since f[iPrJ] =:. f(R), f(p) f: S£ f(R). "--'Ph~e:rore 
it follows that. if V is an open set in U, then f(V) 
1
is open 
-28-
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in K. Thus r is an open map. 
- Theorem 36: Let A be a closed and nowhere dense subset of 
. 
. 
tf and f:U4K be a map such that f is differentiable on U-A 
and f(A) is nowhere dense in K .• 
SU£ \r( x)\ S: sup }f ( X) \ • 
x6U · xcC · 
It r is light on U-A, then 
,',. 
' 
Proof: It sur·r1ces to show that if p E, U, then there exists 
q~ C such that \t(p)\ t \r(q)\, If f{p) = O, then clearly, 
for every q& C, \r(p)\ ~ \r(q)\. Now suppose f(p) 'F o. By 
theorem 34, f(p) lies in a bounded component A of K-f(C). 
. ) . 
. ( ) Now let 1 be the opposite ray of f(p) O on the line Of( p). 
Since A is bounded, ~'"~ere exists an r E 1 such that r I A. 
Since the segment [f(p),r] is connected, there exists ·at 
in the segment such that tis on the boundary of A and the 
b·oundary of A is a subset of f(C). Thus there exists qE. C 
such that f(q) = t. There:rore, by construction of .t, it 
follows that \r(p) \ < \t \ = \ .f(q) \. Thus it follows that 
sup \r(x)I~ sup\r(x)\. 
xE:U . XtC 
Theorem 37: Let A be a closed and nowhere dense subset of 
U and f:U~K be a map such that -r is differentiable on U-A 
and f(A) is nowhere dense in K.. If r is light on U, then 
\f(x)\ < sup \r(t)I, for all x in U. 
tee 
Proof: Let p E. U. Since f(U) is open, by theorem 35, and 
· f(p)E tJ(U) there exists a circle J with center at f(p) such 
that J U I( J) f: f(U) .- In a manner similar to that used in 
-proving theorem 369.it is shovJn that there exists·a q~U 
such that \r(p) \ < \r(qJ \. · Now the function r is continuous 
-29-
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over U and hence lt(z)\ is continuous over tr. Since tr is .. 
compact, Jr(U)\ is closed and bounded. Therefore, since 
\ f(U} \ is closed, there exists an x in tr such that 
f'(x) = sup1 f(t) • But, by above, x is not in U and thus x 
tE.U 
is in c. Therefore \t(x)I < sup \t(t)\ for all x in u. 
tcC . 
Theorem 38: Let A be a closed and nowhere dense subset of 
U and f:U~K be a map such that f is differentiable on U-A 
and f(A) is nowhere dense. Ir f is light on U and pis in 
r(U}-f( C), then r-1 ( {P1} has at most m = flc< f ,p) members. 
Proof: Let p f (U)-f ( C) and suppose r-l ( {P1) has more than 
m member~. Then let x1 ,x2 , ••• ,~+l· be distinct.points such 
-that f(x1) = p and let T be a simple closed curve in U such 
\ 
that I(T) contains each of' the points.· Now let R1 ,R2 , ••• , 
J\n+i be a collection of mutually disjoint circular regions 
in U such that R1 has center x1 for i = 1,2, ••• ,m+l. Then, 
since r is open ~n U, f(R1 ) is open in K for 1 = 1,2, ••• ,m+l. 
J If S is the component of K·-r ( C) containing p, it is open 
and hence V = Sn [ f(R1 ) n .. • nr(Rm+l)] is a_ nonempty open 
set in K lying in f(U) and containing p. Now let G be the 
set of 1all points in U-A such that f'(x) = o. Then, as in 
theorem 33, V-f(A)-f(G) '# ¢. Therefore if q E:V-f(A)-f(G) 
we get, as in theorem 33, that .fa0(f,q)~ m+l. But .flc(t,q.) 
= ..f<c(f,p} = m. Thus r-1 ({pl) has m or rawer members. 
Before stating and proving theorem 39 we state a theorem · 
trom topological analysis \vhich gives a sufficient conditi.on 
for a nonconstant map from a region 1-n K, into K, to be 
light. The following example shows that being nonconstant 
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and continuous ls not sufficient. Let f be the map from U··· 
to K defined by f(z) =:\z\. Clearly, f is not constant. 
However, for every O < r < 1, f restricted to Cr is constant. 
Hence f is not light. The proof of the following result 
may be found in the appendix. 
Theorem: If Risa bounded region in Kand f:R~K is a 
nonconstant and differentiable map; then f is light on R. 
Theorem 32-t Let A be a bounded subset of K and f :A-!)K be a 
. ) 
map. If f is light on A-F and Fis a finite subset of A, 
then r is light on A. 
Proo.f: Let y ~ .f(A) and suppose .r-1 ( {Yl) is not totally 
disconnected. Then there exists a nondegenerate connected ,. 
subset, H, of A such that f{H) = {Y1• As shown in theorem 
30, His a continuum. Therefore, since Fis finite, there 
.I 
exists an x in H-F such that its component in H-F is not 
{x1 • Hence f is not light on A-F. 
Theorem 40: Let T be a simple closed curve, R = I(T), S be 
a set containing R, G be a finite subset of R, ptR-G, and 
f be a map on S such .that f is differentiable on R-G.. For 
x in S define 
Q(x) = Qf,~(x) = 
f(x) - .f(p) if X ~ p 
X - p r 
ff (p) if X = P• 
Then (1) Q is a map on ff, 
., 
Q is differentiable on R-G-{pl, and 
. . .. 
(11) 
(111) 
. . 
. 
if Q is nonconsi~nt, then \Q(x)'< sup\Q(t)\ .for "•-', 
. 
. ' 
. 
all X in R. 
-tE T 
Proof: Since f is a map on S,f(x) - f(p) and-x ·-pare 
maps on s- {P1 • Therefore, since x - p 1 0 on s- {p\ , Q is a 
-31-
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map on S-{Pl. Now, by definition of the derivative 
lim Q(x) = f' (p) = Q(p) 
x~p 
· and tnus Q ls continuous at p .- Therefore Q i·s a map'. on S · 
-and hence Q is a map on R. 
Now, since f is differentiable on R-G, f is·· di:ff_eren-
tiable on R-G·{P1. Therefore f(x) - f'(p) is differentiable 
on. R-G- {p}. Hence, since x - p .is differentiable on 
_R-G-- {pl and the derivative of x - p is not zero, Q is 
dif.ferentiable on R-G- {p)·. 
Suppose that Q is nonconstant. Then Q is nonconstant 
and differentiable on the region R-G-{P1. 
( 
\ Hence Q is light 
on R-G- {P1 • There fore, by theorem 39, Q is· light on R. 
Hence, from theorem 31, \Q(x)\< supl·'Q(t)I for all x in R. 
. ~E. T 
pieorem 41 :. Let A be a finite subset of U and O < r < 1. If 
f is a map on U such that f is differentiable on U-A, then 
there exists a p > O, such that the function g(z) = p ·f'(z) + z 
for all z in U is 1-1 on Ur. 
Proof: Let r < q < 1, M = f~~ \t( z)I , and p = 2~M - +r l) • For 
t-iin I, define v(t) = qE(2Trit) and for (s,t) in Q define 
h(s,t) = sp•rv(t) + v(t). Then his a map, h(O,t) = v(t), 
·and h(l,t) = p•fv(t) + v(t) for all tin I. Also, 
. 
h(s,O) = spf(q) + f(q) and h(s,1) = spf{q) + f(q)~- . 
Now for (s,t) in Q, we have 
. I h ( s , t) \ = \v ( t) + sp • fv ( t) l 
. -' 
•: I • • ' 
', :·._. _: / ·:... ~ ' 
. . -
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~~(t)j · - (sp,fv(t)\ 
= q - spltv(t)l • 
\tv(t)\i M so s\tv(t)\~M and . -1, '·,. 
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sp\tv(t)\ f pM = 2rM-+rl) M < g2M r M = y . 
Thus \ h( s,t) \ ~ q - y = q ; r . There.fore O is not in 
h(Q). Hence~ by theorems 8 and 26, we get.that 
1 = µ ( v, 0) = }l ( h 0 9 0) = fl ( h1 , O) = fl ( p · fv + v ,0) • 
Now, since r is differentiable on U-A, 
g(z) = p•f(~) + ~ 
is· a-differentiable m~p on U-A. .~ . ,. Furthermore, s !nee g ~s 
not constant and A is finite·, g 1·s li'ght on the region U-A • 
Suppose S is the component or K-g(Cql. containing O. Then 
for z in Cq, 
::.• 
\g(z)\ = \z + p•f(z)\ 
~ \z\ - p\f(z)\ 
>q- q-r M: 
- 2(M + 1) 
~q-·~ 
=~· 
Thus, 0 is ln K-g(Cq) and uq2r =:K•g(Cq). Now, since u92r 
is a connected subset of K-g( Cq) containing O, Uq;r =: S. · 
-For z in Ur, .. 
lg(z)\ = f P·t(z) + zl<~ + r = ~· 
HenCe f(Ur)f S and the~etore Ur~r-1(S). Now f'or x in S we 
have p(gv,x) = jl(gv,O) = _}t{p,fv + v~O) = 1. Hence, by 
·• ' 
theorem 38, r·1({x\) has exactly on member for x ins. 
Thus g is 1-1 on r-1 ( S) and Ur =r-1 (s) •. 
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Theorem 4?: Let A~ K be an arc, f be a map of K such that 
r is nonconstant and differentiable on K-A ands= 11m r(x) 
x~co 
exists. Then f(A) = f'(K). 
·Proof: Suppose p E. f(K)-f(A) and p # s. Let· J be a circle 
with center s such that p E E ( J) • Since r-l (f Pl ) is pounded 
and A is bounded, there exists a q > O such that A U r·l ( f P1 ) 
S Ur for r ?' q. · Since lim f ( x) = s, there exists t > 0 such 
x~w 
that r > t implies f(CrH: I{J). Let r > sup{q,t} ,'\ so that 
Au r-1 c fp1 >~Ur and rcCr)S:- I(J). Furthermore, let a be an 
arc in Ur with end points a and b, such that BC'\Cr = la,b) 
and A~ B. 
Now let D1aand D2 be the components of Ur-Band 
T1 = D1 - D1 for 1 = 1,2. Then, from theorem 38, 
Pc ( t' p) = )LT ( t, P) + /A-T2 ( r' P) ~ n 
-r . 1 
Where n # 0 is the number of members in r-l( {Pl)• -But, 
f 
since r{cr)~I(J), we get by theorem 26, that..f'c (r,p) = o. 
r 
Therefore r-1 ({pJ} is empty. Hence» since pis a member of 
[t(K)-{s1]-:f(A), f(K) ... {sjf.f(A). Since, by hypothesis, s 
is. a limit point of f(K) it follows that s is a limit point. 
or f(K)-fsl • Therefore, since f(K)-(s1f f{A), sis a limit 
point of f(A). Thus, since A is compact and hence f(A) is 
compact, s is in f(A). Hence f(K) ~f(A). Therefore 
f(A) = f(K) • 
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APPENDIX 
A.l Wyburn's Topological Index 
Definition A~lol: Lat f be a mapping from a metric space X 
into Ks> let .f(X) =· S, and let p E K-S. If there exists a 
mapping u on X such that 
Eu(x) .=:: f(x) · - p· ·ror x E: X, 
we call Eu(x) an adm1ss·1ble exponential represent_ation for: 
f(x) - P• 
Definition A-1.2: Let f be a mapping from a met·r1c space X 
l into K, let f(X) = S, let pt K-S, and let Eu(x) be an 
admissible exponential representation for f(x) - p on x. 
u~x) is called·a continuous branch or the logarithm of 
f(x) - p on x. 
Theorem A-1.1: Let X be a metric space. If r is a mapping 
~ of X onto S where S.E K- f P) and there exists a ray pq with 
~ 
. -
origin p such that pq ~K-S, then f(x) .. p has an admissible 
exponential representation o~ x. 
Proof: (See figure A-1.1) Let a be a member of X and define 
u(a) - ln\r(a) 
- Pl + 19a 
-where 9a 1s a fixed argument of f(a) - p such that 2n11' < 9a 
<-( 2n + 2) ii' • Now for each x f X define 
u(x} = ln~(x) - p\ + i(8a + 81) 
. ' 
. ' where 9x is the signed angle, -2Tf < ex< 2 Tf, such that ·' 
' :; ' -
' 9a + 9x = ~x and where 2ni1' <ex< (2n + 2)T( from the ray 
- ) ' > ~ pf(a) to the ray pf(x) such that pq does not lie,in the in-
~.· • ' • J 
I 
.. ~ 
terior of angle f(a)pf(x). Now, since lnlr(x) - p\ is 
' continuous and 1(9a + 9x) = 18x is continuous, it·follows 
4935-
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.· that u(x) is continuous. Furthermore, , 
' 
,. . 
s~~·,·.. . q.-. -~R-·~· w 
\ 
t 0 Eu(x) = f(x) - pl(cos(@a + ~) + 1 sin(8a + 8~)] 
= lr(x) - p~[cos ex+ i sin 8xl. 
= f(x) - p 
and thus f(x) - p has an. admissible exponential represen ... 
tatlon on x. 
Corollary A-1.11: Let X be a metric space. If f is a 
mapping of X onto S where S.SK-fp) and there exists a ray 
-~ 
.· ~ pq with origin p such that pqS:':K-;S, then 
(1) for any admissible u(x) and any c,dE: X 
· !Im u( c) - Im u(d)j < 21'1', and 
("~1) for c,dEX such that f(c) = ·r(d), u(c) = u(d). 
~ Proof: By theorem A-1.1 an admissible exponential repre-
sentation exists for f(x) - p on x. Furthermore, select 
u as in the proof of the theorem and let c,dE: x. Then 
I Im u ( c ) - Im u ( d) I = j e c - 8 d 1 
and since 2n1J ( 8c,ed < (2n + 2)Tf it follows that 
I ec - ed\ < (2n + 2)TI - 2nTI = 211'. 
Now suppose f( c) = f(d). Then f( c) - p = f(d) .. p 
' 
and ec = ed. Thus u(c)' = u(d) • 
. Theorem A-1.2: If X = [ a,b] is an inte.rval of real numbers 
and r is a mapping from X onto S where S ~ K· \P1, then 
f(x) - p always has an admissible exponential representation, 
Eu(x), on X and u(x) is uniquely determined up to an addi-
tive constant. 
Proof: Let a = x0 < x1 < ..• <xn = b be a subdivision of the 
interval so that.f{[x1 ,x1+1l) lies inside a circle not 
-37 .. 
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enclosing p for each O.S 1~ n-1 [ This can be done, since 
f(X) is compact, so there exists a p E K-f(X)]. By theorem 
A~l.l f(x) - p has a representation Eu1 on [x0 ,x1] and 
{' 
another Eu2 on [x1 ,x2 ] where u2.(x1 ) = u1 (x1 ). Continue 
this process thru Eun on (~_1 ,xnl and then define u on X 
as u( x) = u1 (x) where x f. [ xi ,x1.+11 for Os i ~ n-1. Then u 
· ~is a branch of the logarithm of f(x)· ~ p on [a,b]. 
Now let v be another branch such that Eu{x) = Ev(x)·. 
Then E[u(x) - v(x)] = 1. Therefore the range of u - v· .is 
· { 2n11 i: n is an integer l . But u - v is a mapping of a 
connected set and thus must be connected. Therefore 
u - v = 2kTr 1 where k is an integer and hence u = v + 2k1'1' 1 • 
. Therefore u is uniquely determined up to an additive 
constant. 
Corollary· A-1.21: If Xis an interval of reals, r is a 
mapping from X into K-{P1~ and u and v are branches of 
f{x} - p on X, then ~,ii [. u(x) - v(x) l = k where k ls. an 
integer. 
Proof: By the theoremA-1.2 we know that there exists an 
integer k such that u(x) - v(x) = 2kT(1, for each x€. x. 
Hence (2111)-1 [u(x) - v(x)] = k, where k is an integer. 
Note: The above theorems are true also if Xis a simple 
arc in the complex plane and the proors are identitical, 
since X would be homeomorphic to [0,1]. 
Definition A--1.3: Let X ·be a simple arc with end-points a·· 
and b, f be a mapping from X to K- {P1, and Eu(x) be an 
admissible exponential representation of f(x) - p on x. The 
-38-
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topological index of f on X, relative to p, is defined as.· 
,.i . 
' ~ . 
u(b) .:_· u(a), 
and is denoted by .flab ( r, P) • "' .. ·• 
J ., . 
A-2. The Zoretti Theorem and Corolla:ry · 
Theorem A=2ol (Zoretti): If Sis a compact subset of Kand 
A is a component. of S 9 then for every E > 0, there exists a 
simple closed curve Cf:K such that A~I(C) and ens=¢, and· 
every point of C is at a distance less than E from some 
point of A. 
Corollary A-2
1 
.11: · The boundary of every continuum contains 
a s~bset which is a continuum, (cf.(41, P• 591). 
A-3· A Sufficient Condition for Lightness 
Definition A-3.1: A set His called irreducible with re-
spect to a property P if and only if the set H has property 
P and no nonempty closed proper subset of H has property P. 
Definition A-J.2: A set M which is irreducible with re-
spect to the property of being a continuum containing two 
points a and bis called an irreducible continuum. connecting 
a and b. 
Theorem A-3.1: If Risa b~unded region in Kand f is a 
nonconstant and differentiable map from R to K, then r is 
light on R. 
Proof: Suppose f is not light on R. Then there exists a 
nondegenerate continuum contained in R over which f is 
constant, say A. Now let f(z) = a for every z in A and let 
D be the subset of Rover which r(i) I a. By the corollary 
-39-
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··· ·· · · .. to. the Zoretti Theorem, the boundary B of A .contains· a non~--- · 
degenerate continuum F. Let t and s :e any two distinct·,-,) 
points of F. There exists a subset ts of F which is an 1~-
reducible continuum con.necting t and s, (cf.[ 71, P• 15). 
,....,.,., 
Thus ts is a nondegenerate continuum containing tc'.and s and 
~ no nonempty closed proper subset of ts is a continuum con-
taining t .ands. 
" Now, since ts is an irreducible continuum containing 
~ t and s, there exists a u E ts such that u i. t. Furthermore, .. 
~ 
since ts is connected u can be taken so that 
\ t - u \ ( i O d ( t , Bdy R ) • 
""'"' 
......-,.. Denote by tu the irreducible subcontinuum of t_s which con-
.,..... ( 
..,....... tains t and u. Since tu is connected, there exists rE tu 
such that It - rl = } It • u\ • Furthermore, since r is on 
the boundary of A, there exists a p ED such that p # r and 
tr - P\< ! \t - ul· Consider the circle C with center at 
p and radius k\t - ul. Then, rt I(C).and t,uEK-I(C). 
r" 
"""' 
·Now, since tu is connected and rf tu, there exists a qt.·I(C) 
~ 
such that q E tu • Hence , there exis ts a q E: I ( C) such that 
"""""' q E ts. 
-Consider the segment qr and its ... perpendic~lar bisector. 
Since I(C) is open in R, there exists a v ED() I(C) such that 
vis on the perpendicular bisector and the angle rvq is some 
rational multiple of 2 rr; since between any two real numbers . 
there exists a rational number. Let the measure of angle 
rvq be 21T(m/n), where m and n are relatively prime integers 
and n is greater than 1. 
·. -li.O-~ 
' . 
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Now define tt1e function g by ·, .. 
n-1 -
g ( z) = TI ( f [ ( z - v) E { 211' iF) + v] - a) • 
fir; 0 
Since Iv - t\ ~ Iv - rl + \r - ti;:; ~(t - ul + !\t -'uj 
· = \t. - u I ( fu d(t,Bdy R) = ~ d(t,Bdy R), it follows that · 
I ( z - v) E ( 21T i ~W) + v - t I f I z - v I + \ v - t j 
. ~ \ z - V l + -lo- d ( t' BdY R}. 
Now let G be the open disk with center at v and radius 
1 d(t,Bdy R). Then GSR. Thus g is differentiable over R. 
~ ~ 
Let z € qr. Then z t A -and hence f( z) = a, since qr~ B = A. 
· Thus for w = 0 we have 
f[(z - v) + v] ~a= f{z) - a= O. 
~ ~. Hence g( z) = 0 for z c. qr, since t is· constant on qr. Now, 
since vE: D, g(v) = f(v) - a-/ o. Therefore, since g is con-
~ ..-._ 
tinuous over qr and qr is compact there exists an open set 
Q, lying in the open disk with center y and radius 
! d(t,Bdy R) which co'ntains qr and is such that \g(z) l 
<!ls<v>\· A Therefore, there exists a broken line qr on 
~ 
_qr which lies within A. 
There exists a homeomorphism T(x) which· maps the closed 
/\ interval I onto qr, with T(O) = q. The following construe-
. ' 
tion gives an extension or this homeomorphism to the inter-
val .. [ O,n]. For 
x E [1,2] define T(x) = ['l'(x - 1) - v]E(i~im) + v, 
xE[2,3] define T(x) =·[T(x - 2) - v]E(2"!ii2m) + v, 
• 
• 
• 
x~[n--1,n] define T(x)= [T(x--n+l)-v]E(2tri(n-l)m) + v •. 
n 
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Let T( [ 0 ,n]) = H, a closed polygon. Then ·it can be shown 
that .f(H) = g(~), and thus lg(z)\ < !ls<v)\ over H. 
We now showJ that v lies in a bounded component of the 
complement of H. Let u(xl be a logarithmic representation 
. or T.( x) - v on [ 0, 1]. Then Eu( x) = T(x) - v. This repre-
sentation may be extended, uniquely to [O,n] in the fol-
• 
· lowing manner: 
. Forxf[l,2], E[u(x-1) + 
. ·, .. :.FCJr XE: [ 2,31' Ef u.(x - 2) + 
•• 
'. 
-~ 
• 
,. 
2 rr im] = T ( x) • v • 
.n 
2rr12m1 = T(x) - v • n 
For xt:[n-1,nl, E,[u(x-n+l) +-21f1(n•l)m] = T<Ox) - v. n . 
Then )'lo,n](T,v) = [u(l) - u(O)] + ••• + [u(l) - u(O)] 
<> . 
= n[u(l) - u(O)]. Now u(O) = log(q - v), u(l) = log(r - v) ,· 
and u(l) - u(O) = log r-v '/ o. Therefore A[ 1cT,v) # o·· q-v o,n 
and thus vis in a bounded component of the complement of H • 
Now, lg{z)\ ( }\g(v}\ over H. But this contradicts the 
weak form of the Maximum Modulus Theorem, (cf.[ 51, p. 600) • 
. Hence, the assumption that there exists a nondegenerate 
continuum A over which f( z) is constant is false. Therefore 
f is light over R. 
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